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Notice of end of repair acceptance period

The repair acceptance period of FX2N /FX2NC series PLC as well as
certain expansion products which production ended at the end of
September 2012 will be terminated at the end of September 2019.
Please consider early renewal before the product fails.

FX2N/FX2NC series
Repair acceptance period
Until September 2019

Models for which repair acceptance period will end
FX2N series

Main units, option devices, other peripheral devices

FX2N interface blocks

FX2N-16LNK-M, FX2N-CNV-IF, FX2N-16CCL-M

FX0 series

FX0-10LDR

FX2NC series

Main units

For details, refer to TECHNICAL BULLETIN (HIME-T-P-0073), (HIME-T-P-0074), and (HIME-T-P-0090).

In a certain

It will be too late after the occurrence
of the fault!

The necessity and
merit of renewal

factory...

The repair acceptance period of the model I
am using now has ended. But, I still can use
the model because it is working without any
problems.

Wait a minute, please!

It will be too late after the occurrence of fault!

There is a limit on the service life of parts. Deterioration of
parts caused by aging and the operating environment will cause
malfunction and failure.
In addition, if you continue to use the deteriorated product, the
following troubles may be encountered...

But, renewal is
difficult, isn't it?

- Due to long repair time, production lines in the factory will stop.
- It takes a long time to procure parts and secondary loss becomes larger.
Reconstructing
programs

If the repair acceptance period has
ended, the loss becomes larger!

Selecting
replacement
models

No problem!
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
will firmly support you.
Please feel free to ask us!

Please contact your nearest Mitsubishi Electric representative for more information.
Safety Warning
·· To ensure proper use of the products in this document, please be sure to read the instruction manual prior
to use.
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